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Logline
Short Summary
Once a year the DREAM BOAT sets sail for a cruise only 
for gay men. Far from their families and political restric-
tions, we follow five men from five countries on the 
quest for their dreams. The cruise promises seven days 
of sunshine, love, and freedom – but on board are also 
their personal stories, their doubts and uncertainties…

Long Summary
It's raining men. They come from 89 nations and float 
on a cruise ship along the Spanish east coast. Sun, sea, 
naked skin, and lots of testosterone stoke the vibes. The 
countdown is on for seven days of hunting for love, hap-
piness, and eternal youth: the promise of the DREAM 
BOAT for gay men. 
For months, the passengers have been eagerly waiting 
for this journey. They have pumped up their bodies,-
purchased push-up swimwear, and filled their suitcases 
with hot outfits and glamorous costumes. For the men

the trip on the DREAM BOAT is a liberation from politi-
cal, social, or internal boundaries. Day and night, time 
and space melt with the rhythm of party music. In the 
floating state of this dreamy journey, the protagonists 
are confronted with their own reality all the harder for 
it. Basic themes of their lives shine through the seeming-
ly paradisical surface: the question of old-age lifestyles, 
of family, the search for belonging, the desire for self-ac-
ceptance and love. At the same time they are confront-
ed with the body cult of the gay community and feel 
that they can also be quite lonely among 3,000 potential 
future partners. The holiday trip unexpectedly turns into 
an inner odyssey, a trip to everyone’s own core.

We follow five men from Poland, Palestine, India, France 
and Austria. For some of them it is dangerous to live life 
authentically in their home countries. On board they are 
looking for love, freedom and a satisfying future. How 
many hopes will the DREAM BOAT finally fulfil?
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Press reviews
 "Dream Boat is a really uplifting and thought-provoking film 
 that restores your faith in cinema." screenanarchy

"In his new feature length documentary, Dream Boat, director Tristan Ferland Milewski breaks 
down this stereotype through a frank yet surprisingly moving exploration of cruise life, telling 
unique stories that fly in the face of what one may expect. Of course, sex and alcohol play a role, 
but that's not the only reason why hordes of men fork out hard-earned money to take gay cruis-
es. Ultimately, love is love. Anyone who wishes to be reminded of this beautiful fact in all its glo-
ry need look no further than Milewski's stunning documentary. Climb aboard for a film that openly 
explores issues of LGBT identity and love through a wonderfully colorful and exultant microcosm of 
the gay community." MOVIE PILOT

"The other film is DREAM BOAT, a research on a gay cruise ship that holds about 3.000 guests. So to speak 
by manipulation of society, a minority turns majority for a certain period of time, and we as the specta-
tors embark that temporary world. Many guests are coming from countries where they cannot even live 
for a few minutes openly as a gay person, but on the cruise ship all of a sudden they are majority and can 
try to explore what their wildest fantasies or dreams could be. DREAM BOAT is made by Tristan Ferland 
Milewski and is an intelligent observation of systematics concerning majority versus minority, of differ-
ent cultural and political backgrounds, and of course of sun and fun and holidays." TEDDY AWARDS 2017
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"The true genius of Milewski’s film lies in the way he singlehandedly destroys the dif-
ferences that we think divide the heterosexual experience from those of the members 
of the LGBT community. In Dream Boat he shows us once and for all that each of us 
needs, craves and wants the same thing: Someone to love us, for exactly who we are." 
HUFFINGTON POST

"Among the films in the Panorama Dokumente section is Dream Boat by 
Tristan Ferland Milewski, which takes viewers aboard a gay cruise with three 
thousand men from dozens of countries around the world. In his feature 
film debut director Ferland Milewski succeeds in providing a look behind the 
scenes of an ostensibly superficial world."
NONFICTIONFILM

"In the end, Dream Boat shows us more than what a gay cruise might 
be like, but also what it feels like to be gay today—a conflicting mix of 
emotions and desires, where we’re all just looking to be loved." 
TRAVELS OF ADAM

"The men in Tristan Ferland Milewski's documentary „Dream Boat“ (Panorama) don’t want 
to leave anything to chance: For one week, they will be on a cruise together with only oth-
er gay men. For some people from the global community these days on board of a cruise, 
with a party program every evening, are an amusing distraction – for others, who come 
from homophobic countries like India or Palestine, they are the only time they can careless-
ly enjoy their sexuality. It’s the celebration of an utopia, seven days on the sea." 
SPIEGEL ONLINE, 15 Berlinale highlights
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Press Release

Once a year the DREAM BOAT sets sail for a cruise only 
for gay men. About 3,000 passengers have prepared 
themselves for this journey for months. Far from their 
families and political restrictions, we follow five men 
from five countries on the quest for their dreams. The 
cruise promises seven days of sunshine, love, and free-
dom – but on board are also their personal stories, their 
doubts and uncertainties. How many hopes will the 
DREAMBOAT fulfil?

It's raining men. They come from 89 nations and float 
on a cruise ship along the Spanish east coast. Sun, sea, 
naked skin, and lots of testosterone stoke the vibes. The 
countdown is on for seven days of hunting for love, hap-
piness, and eternal youth: the promise for gay men of 
the DREAM BOAT. 

For months, the passengers have been eagerly waiting 
for this journey. They pump up their bodies, purchase 
push-up swimwear and fill their suitcases with hot out-
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fits and glamorous costumes. For the men the trip on 
the DREAM BOAT is a liberation from political, social, or 
internal boundaries. Day and night, time and space melt 
with the rhythm of party music. In the floating state of 
this dreamy journey, the protagonists are confronted 
with their own reality all the harder for it. Basic themes 
of their lives shine through the seemingly paradisical 
surface: the question of old-age lifestyles, of family, the 
search for belonging, the desire for self-acceptance and 
love. At the same time they are confronted with the 
body cult of the gay community and feel that they can 
also be quite lonely among 3,000 potential future part-
ners. The holiday trip unexpectedly turns into an inner 
odyssey, a trip to everyone’s own core.

For the first time ever, a film crew discloses the world of 
Europe’s only gay cruise, along the Mediterranean coast, 
and dives into the on-board microcosm. The documen-
tary film gives a remarkable insight into a universe that 
usually remains a mystery to the outside world, and in 
which most passengers are united by one theme: the 
wish to live life authentically as themselves in a protect-
ed place.
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Judging by his appearance, Marek, 24, from Poland, has everything he needs to stand 
out on the men's market, thanks to his trained body. However, he has not found his big 
love yet - that is to be changed now on the cruise. In the crowd, one of overly staged 
masculinity and sexuality, true feelings for him are hardly tangible: “I want someone 
who loves me as a person and not as a product from the supermarket,” Marek says, 
alone, after a big night out.

Two years ago, Dipankar, 32, from India, was pushed into an arranged. Then he began to 
openly defend his homosexuality, but he never had a permanent relationship. In his cur-
rent home of Dubai, homosexual acts are liable to imprisonment. On the DREAM BOAT 
he believes to find his dream man. Full of euphoria, he throws himself into the action 
– but the gay community‘s ideal of masculinity increasingly becomes a tight corset for 
him, and the question of self-acceptance grows: “I never felt lonely, never. Until I went 
on this journey."

Marek

Dipankar
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The Frenchman Philippe, 47, has been bound to a wheelchair for about 20 years. Since 
his parents and former friends withdrew from him, he finds it difficult to open up to 
new people. All the more important is his long-term relationship with his partner, and 
his gay substitute family. On the DREAM BOAT he enjoys the feeling of being part of the 
community and his excellent view on the bulges in the bathing trunks. Nevertheless he 
wonders if he could be sexually successful in this physical world at all.

Ramzi, 31, was persecuted by the police in his home country, Palestine, due to his homo-
sexuality. To protect his family, he fled to Belgium and was left with nothing. Now he 
lives in a loving relationship that has gone through ups and downs. Together they even 
overcame his partner’s cancer. For the couple, the DREAM BOAT is a holiday before they 
both have to deal with the next challenge. Ramzi wants to visit his family in Palestine – 
this time together with his partner.

Philippe

Ramzi
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The photographer Martin, 42, from Austria, dances on the DREAM BOAT in the first 
row and enjoys the hedonism and abundant choice of men to the full.“I’m gay, I didn’t 
have a choice – I was lucky”, he says with a grin on his face. As a young man he couldn’t 
imagine living his life full on. Martin is HIV positive and offers perspectives on how to 
deal with the topic today – without stigma, fears, or victimization.

Martin
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Christian Beetz
Executive Producer & General Manager beetz brothers film productions

With its portfolio of more than 200 
high-quality productions for cinema, 
television and crossmedia formats, 
the Beetz Brothers Film Productions 
is one of the top leading production 
companies in Europe.

With their family business, the broth-
ers Christian und Reinhardt Beetz develop and produce, in 
four different locations, high-quality documentaries, docu-
mentary films, dramas, and series as well as crossmedia for-
mats and fictional series for the international market.

With outstanding creative cinema and television docu-
mentaries in a 16 year company history, the beetz broth-
ers film productions has created an international reputa-
tion and positioned itself as a pioneer for groundbreaking 
crossmedia formats. The company’s productions compete 
regularly at international festivals and have won numerous 
respected awards (Sundance Special Jury Award, Grimme 
Award, German Shortfilm Award, HotDocs Filmmakers 
Award, Prix Europa) and high level nominations (Academy 
Award®, twice for the International Emmy® Award, SXSW 
Interactive Award).

The special expertise of the beetz brothers film produc-
tions is based on narration that is innovative and suitable 

for the target group and mainly focuses on the fields of out-
standing sociopolitical and cultural stories and subjects that 
reach a broad #international audience.

Last year, the international cinema coproduction THE 
LAND OF THE ENLIGHTENED won the „Sundance Special 
Jury Award for Best Cinematography“ and was nominated 
for the European Film Award.

Also in 2016, the cinema documentary MALI BLUES cel-
ebrated its world premiere at TIFF/Toronto Internation-
al Film Festival. WHO IS ODA JAUNE? was shown at Ber-
linale 2016 and has been pre-selected for the German Film 
Award 2017.

One of the most unusual TV-projects of the last year – the 
10-episode series GASOLINE DELUXE for arte was recently 
nominated for the Grimme Award 2017 and the documen-
tary series MAKE LOVE received a nomination for the Ger-
man Film Award 2017. 

At the moment many new film projects are in develop-
ment, for example the children’s film series VIKING KIDS 
and the documentary film THE CLEANERS about social net-
works. 
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Tristan Ferland Milewski
Script and Director

Since 1993 Tristan Ferland Milewski 
works as a director and developer of 
documentary films, documentations, 
documentary broadcast formats, short 
films and music videos. After his stu-
dies of photo/film design at FH Dort-
mund and he was working as a direc-

tor for music films and documentaries in London. In 1999 
Tristan Ferland Milewski returned to Berlin to help sha-
pe MTV Networks Germany as a director and senior pro-
ducer of documentary broadcast formats. At the time he 
portrayed most contemporary class A musicians. From 
2005 to 2007, with the merger of MTV Networks and 
VIVA, Tristan Ferland Milewski set up the factual depart-
ment and was responsible for all self-produced VIVA/

MTV network documentary broadcast formats. Since 
2012 Tristan Ferland Milewski closely collaborates as a 
director and developer with Gebrüder Beetz Filmpro-
duktion. The documentary series „Make Love – One can 
learn how to make love“  (gebrueder beetz filmproduk-
tion/ZDF/MDR/SWR), that he wrote and directed, was 
nominated for the German TV Award 2017, the Grim-
me Online Award 2014 and received over 200 favorable 
press reviews. Moreover, he loves sharing his knowledge 
in the departments of story development, dramaturgy, 
and documentary work regularly as a lecturer; in 2015 
he was a jury member of Sehsüchte film festival of Film-
universität Babelsberg Konrad Wolff.
 


